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"The pest control products and services market continues
to experience steady growth, reaching $10.6 billion in

2017, a 4% increase from the year prior."
- Rebecca Cullen, Household Care Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Chemical concerns relevant among young adults, parents
• Protecting family, fast-acting highest on long list of priorities

Warming weather trends have stimulated pest activity, driving up the need for pest products to help
maintain a pest-free home. Accelerating sales growth beyond this moderate pace may require greater
expansion of natural and non-chemical offerings to appeal to younger adults and parents who are most
apt to use pest products and services but also have safety and chemical concerns.
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Fewer or natural ingredients appease conflicted consumers
Figure 25: Share of pest control product and personal insect treatment/repellent launch claims globally, 2013-17*
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Figure 26: Incidence of pest issues, September 2017
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Figure 37: Label communication priorities, by age, parental status, September 2017

Pest-free home is a top priority for most…

…yet chemicals are a significant concern
Figure 38: Pest control approach, September 2017
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Figure 42: Attitudes toward pest control product safety vs. performance, September 2017
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Figure 43: Attitudes toward pest control product safety vs performance, by age, parental status, September 2017

Brand trumps cost
Figure 44: Attitudes toward pest control product - Cost vs. brand, September 2017

Youngest and oldest adults slightly more price-driven
Figure 45: Attitudes toward pest control products – Brand vs. cost, by age, parental status, September 2017
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Figure 53: Total US retail sales of pest control products, by channel, at current prices, 2015 and 2017

Figure 54: MULO sales of outdoor pest control products, by leading companies and brands, rolling 52 weeks 2016 and 2017
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Figure 59: Insecticide formats used, January 2016 – March 2017
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